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REMOTE REFILL LPG BOTTLE ADAPER 

 

Instruction 

Welcome to a instruction where we will show you what the Bayonet POL Remote Refill LPG Bottle 

Adapter system looks like and what it is that you should receive in your envelope. 

In the envelope you will receive 2 flyers, both of them are with other products that we have 

selected that should be of interest to you and are available through our online shop. 

 From LPGCLEANER.COM there are IC12 and ICV propane fuel additives please visit the 

site for full details. 

 From LPGGPL.COM and LPGADAPTER.com you will find a list of other adapters for 

different types of bottles and autogas refilling systems.  

The Bayonet POL LPG Adapter Set is made out of number of individual units, so please take time 

to familiarise yourself with them. 

 Starting with Flexi fuel line, remove items from envelope,  

 Bayonet filling pot housing. 

 POL LPG adapter 

 Bayonet 8mm filling valve 

 Hose ends and 8mm to 5/8 converter 

http://www.lpgadapter.com/
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HOSE PREPARING 

1. Let’s start by assembling the hose. The hose comes as a default of 2 meters in length 

although longer length can be specified cutting down ideally is done using hose cutters 

although sharp blade is adequate.  

2. Separate the hose end in to 3 pieces, slide the nut on to hose first, followed by the olive and 

then insert the male fitting firmly in place.  

3. Use hands to start threads and finish tightening with spanners until lock is felt. 

4. Check for tightness. 

 

 

LPG FILLING POINT 

1. Now familiarise yourself with the filling pot assembly, hole required is 70mm. 

2. The pot has locating cams to stop it turning. 

3. The Bayonet valve has 2 locating pins, these should be mounted in horizontal position for 

proper operation of filling gun. 

4. Use provided hardware to complete assembly 

5. Insert the hose male fitting in to the filling valve and tighten the olive. 

6. Remove POL -5/8 adapter from packaging and assemble with the 8mm-5/8 converter unit. 

7. Tighten the male hose fitting in. 

The Remote Bayonet Bottle Adapter system is now ready for installation. 

Other Compatible products of interest are available from out store. 

The same type of refilling can be used with variety of our adapters and filling valve systems. 

 

DIFFERENT FILLING POINTS 

 

 Another type is Bayonet 8mm with 90 degree bend. The Square Dust cap is universal to all 

Bayonet type filling valves. 

 As is the Lockable Filler Cap, bit stiff at first. 

 For neat finish we offer Flush Type filler set. They cover flap is around 5cm by 5cm. 

 

 

The Flush Filling valve system is compatible with OUR range of Autogas refilling adaptors. 
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The remote kit is also compatible with EURO type bottle valves, 21.8 Left Hand Thread, these are 

found in many countries across Europe. 

Buying from us you get good quality with cross range compatibility. 

 The Autogas Adapters 

o Dish Adapter, Acme Adapter, Bayonet Adapter and Euronozzle Adapter 

 The POL and Euro Bottle Adapters 

 Different Filling Valve Systems 

Please have a look at our other video, the refilling of propane cylinder. 

Thank you for watching and don’t forget to subscribe to our channel on youtube. 

 

 

That was instruction for Remote Refill LPG Bottle Adaper (solution for 

motorhomes, caravans, campers). 


